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This fast-paced, audience participation session is designed to provide activities and strategies to facilitate
P.L.A.Y (Physical Literacy and You) using Hellison’s (2011) Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility (TPSR).
Join in the fun and receive easy-to-implement lesson ideas designed to guide students to be responsible,
empowered, and competent movers. Activities, including warm-up dances, instant activities, fitness activities
and skill development lessons using the TPSR model will also highlight the use of technology and assessment.

Modified Elementary TPSR Model
Teaching Children Responsible Behavior by Sandy. Hagenbach
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Cup Stacking 4 Square
Sally Hope
Skill:
Equipment: Stacks of 3 per person
Directions: Put person in four square set up, each with their own set of stacking cups on the
ground in their square. Players jog until Square #1 Player yells “GO”. Everyone immediately
drops down, up stacks and then down stacks their cups, then jumps back up with hands in
the air. The player to complete the all steps first wins. Players work their way from Square 4
to Square 1.
Add Partners: Partners must take turns adding cups to the stack.

What- Work with a partner to stack cups in preferred pushup position demonstrating
Level 2 CHALLENGE Level 3 TEAM WORK
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Why- Learn the components of fitness and practice exercises to gain new skills to keep
me healthy for a lifetime.
I will work respectfully and successfully with
Scarf Toss Variations
Sally Hope
Skill:
Equipment: Scarf per student
Directions: Students in pairs: X
O
Z
One student stands on “X” and one stands on “O”, with a scarf in hand. Student on “O” throws
scarf in the air and runs to “Z”. Student on “X” runs in to catch the scarf and yells “STOP”
when he catches it. If he catches it before other student reaches “Z”, he gets a point. Play
again with reversed positions.
Partner Activities:
(A) Both partners start at one end. Tossing the scarf, they move from the beginning line to
the far line and back, attempting to have as few scarf tosses as possible.
What (1) I will let go of scarf at the highest point of my arm extension and (2) I will
honestly tell which came first – the scarf catch or getting to the line

Why-Do skills and a fitness activity that will help me be healthy and willing to be active
during my life
(1) I will let go of scarf at the highest point of my arm extension and (2) I will
honestly tell which came first – the scarf catch or getting to the line
BEAT SHEETS
Dave Senecal
Skills:
Rhythmically Challenged; Self Paced; Music Literacy; Cross Lateral Movements
Equipment: Attached Beat Cards
Directions: Students follow visual pattern performing specific movements.

What-Work with Small group to complete a rhythm.
Why-To increase cross lateral movements
The beat sheet reinforces the cross lateral movements
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Let’s Dance 2-8
JD Hughes
OBJECTIVE/Skill: To elevate dance appreciation through unique, fun, and exciting rhythmic
dance skills with the attempt to alleviating any preconceived negative feelings concerning
dance. Note: All dance steps use an 8 or 16 count and L = Left and R = Right. All songs can be
purchased online at sites such as www.apple.com/itunes. The teacher must determine what
is appropriate for his or her classes. Simply choose a fun, upbeat song with a similar beat to
the song listed beside the dance title if the song cannot be found or is considered
inappropriate for your class. In some cases, the “radio” version of a song should be
downloaded or purchased.
1. Temperature (Sean Paul)
Part 1:
* R shoulder bounce and R foot stomp while pivoting to the L 4 counts
* L shoulder bounce and L foot stomp while pivoting to the R 4 counts
* Repeat
Part 2:
* Scoop R or (Reebok) 4 counts
* Scoop L or (Reebok) 4 counts
* Repeat
Part 3: 1-2 Step
* Grapevine R with delay (Step-delay on 2, 3, 4) 4 counts
* Grapevine L with delay (Step-delay on 2, 3, 4) 4 counts
* Repeat
Part 4:
Forward…….. Shuffle step R with a double jab 2 counts
Shuffle step L with a double jab 2 counts
Shuffle step R with a double jab 2 counts
Shuffle step L with a double jab 2 counts
Part 5:
Backward……1-2 step backwards to the R 4 counts
1-2 step backwards to the L 4 counts
START OVER
2. Problem (by Ariana Grande)
I. Part 1:
Ø _Step forward with R and return; step to the side with R and return 4 counts
Ø _Butterfly legs while swaying to the right (knees together, then knees out) 4 counts
Ø _Step forward with L and return; step to the side with L and return 4 counts
Ø _Butterfly legs while swaying to the left (knees together, then knees out) 4 counts
Part 2:
Ø _Push Away (step to the side with R, while simultaneously pushing arms to L) 2 counts
Ø _Push Away (step again to side with R, while simultaneously pushing arms to L) 2 counts
Ø _Push Away (step to the side with L, while simultaneously pushing arms to R) 2 counts
Ø _Push Away (step again to side with L, while simultaneously pushing arms to R) 2 counts
Ø _Repeat
Part 3:
Ø _1-2 Step (like the Grapevine, but stomp R with delay then a quick 2, 3, 4) 4 counts
Ø _1-2 Step (like the Grapevine, but stomp L with delay then a quick 6, 7, 8) 4 counts
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What’s in Your Wallet? 3rd-8th
JD Hughes
Objective/Skill:
What’s in Your Wallet? Will reinforce and provide multiple practice opportunities to deepen
student comprehension of basic mathematical and money concepts. The combination of
money and math fundamentals, fitness, and teamwork forces teammates to strategize and
think while constantly exercising to solve 10 money word problems quicker than the
opposing teams.
Equipment:
1. 1 hula hoop per group of 3-4 students
2. 1 copy of the Money Word Problems Task Sheet per group
3. EC1109 Pack of 300 Play Money Bills from S&S Worldwide/www.ssww.com. Each pack
contains (100) $1 play money bills, 50 each of $5, $10, and $20 play money bills, and 25 each
of $50 and $100 play money bills. If possible, laminate each bill to increase durability. Note:
substitute Monopoly money if Play Money Bills are not an option.
4. EC1185 Pack of 460 Plastic Coin Set. Each pack contains 100 each of pennies, nickels,
dimes, and quarters; 50 half-dollars and 10 Sacagawea dollars in storage tub.
5. Pen/pencil (one per team)
6. 1 jump rope per team
7. Optional: scratch paper to work problems out if necessary
Procedure:
Spread out all hula hoops within the gym boundaries in an oval fashion to allow students to
run on the outside of the hoops while also allowing enough room in the center of the gym to
create an area for the bank. Place one jump rope, Money Task Sheet A, and pencil inside each
hula hoop. Scatter all of the money (cash and coins) on the floor inside the center area of the
gym (See Figure 1). Note: this area will be referred to as the Bank. The object of the game is
for each team to find and collect the answers to all 10 word problems on the Money Task
Sheet.
Rules and Safety:
1. Players must earn the right to make a trip to the Bank each time they want to get a
bill/coin.
2. A trip to the Bank to collect or return an unwanted bill or coin is earned by performing any
exercise/skill listed at the top of the Money Word Problem Task Sheet.
3. Teams may walk around to see what other teams have chosen to solve their money word
problems. Teams may ask the teacher or others for help on how to solve a problem.
4. Teammates must place their money answers inside their hoop in descending order from
1-10 to match up with each money word problem (1-10) on their task sheet.
5. Any money word problem can be solved at any time, but all answers must be inside their
team’s hoop in the correct order (1-10).
6. The team to successfully answer each problem from the Money Task Sheet the fastest will
be declared the winner for that round.
Variations:
1. Task sheets C and D are written to be progressively harder than A and B and may require a
little more time to solve each problem.
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2. Allow players to get more than one bill or coin at a time from the Bank.
3. Simplify or increase the money word problem difficulty level on each Money Word
Problem Task sheets based on your students learning levels. Google “money word
problems” to get a variety of ideas.
4. Simplify exercise/fitness skills by writing 3-4 skills on the dry erase board. Choose skills
from the fitness list on the task sheet or create new fitness skills you want to focus on. Each
student must choose a new skill until all have been completed before starting over.
Figures and Answers for Money Word Problems-Task Sheets A-D in PDF handout.
{Make a copy of each Task sheet and write in the answers}

What- Work with a small group to earn the most cash
Why-To reinforce fitness skills and teamwork
Work together as a eam respectfully
Card Shark Shuffle
Susan Flynn
Objective/Skill: Health Related Fitness components Students will be able to perform and
match appropriate exercises with the correct fitness concept and muscle group on the
muscle man worksheet.
Work with a partner to accomplish a variety of exercises from the fitness components and
make activity choices together. Using cards to add and the sum is the number of exercies to
complete.
Equipment: Playing cards and station equipment
Directions:
Playing cards are in buckets or hula-hoops in playing space. Each student each picks up a
playing card. Players meet and greet a new player with a matching suit and move to the suit
station. They perform the exercise together performing the exercise for the number of times
the cards add up to. Players put their card in the bucket or hoop in the center of the gym and
get a new card. Each time they get a new card, players meet and greet a new player with the
same suit and perform the station exercise. All picture cards equal ten and Ace equals one.
Exercise Cards:
¿Core Strength (Plank; Crab Walk; Prone Plank; Arm and Leg Raise; Yoga Poses)
♣Upper Body Strength (Bicep curls; High Five Push-ups; Triceps Extensions; Bolt)
♥Lower Leg Endurance (Wall sits; PLYO frog jumps; Step Touch with exercise Bands)
♠Flexibility (Windmill; Chair with Twist; Lunge Jumps; Rotations Hand-off)
You could also use the QR codes below and place on task cards at the stations
Bolt Core Exercise

Frogger Fitness Jumps
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Marching Push-Ups

Scorpion Core Exercise

Snow Board Cardio Exercise

Slide-High Knees Cardio Exercise

WhatCHALLENGE (Level 2-effort) yourself by working with team members to match playing cards
and perform an exercise together, demonstrating Level 3 TEAMWORK
Why-Learn the components of fitness and practice exercises to gain new skills to keep me
healthy for a lifetime.
I will work respectfully and successfully with a variety of partners. TEAMWORK
Dizzy Domino
Susan Flynn
Adapted from Susan B. Nye, James Madison University
Skill: Fitness components
To perform a variety of exercises and movement activities as a team in the allotted time
trying to end up with the least number of dominos in your team hoop.
Equipment: Dominos; Small white boards for teams and dry erase markers.
Directions:
Split dominos into equal piles for each team and place them in the team hoops. Teams can
be large, 4 teams one per corner works well. If possible, you want the same number of
students in each group. The goal of the game is to get more dominos into the other groups
pile than yours.
Individually, students select a domino from their team hoop and then complete the
activities associated with the number. Example: If they get a domino that has 2 dots and 4
dots then they subtract and perform the number for the answer. Once they complete the
activity, they go and place the domino into another groups pile and then pick up another
domino from their team hoop.
Procedure:
1. Students will travel individually. Students pick up a domino from their team hoop.
(the answer from subtracting the two numbers on the domino is the numbered cone
they move to)
2. Students move to the numbered colored cones to perform the represented task(s).
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2. Students place the domino in another teams hoop and move back to their home hoop
to begin again.
Exercise Cards
These exercises are designed for 4th-6th graders
#1
Lateral jump over the line 20X’s (green)
#2
Speed walk and touch all the exercise cones (red)
#3
Find the teacher and tell him or her one thing you will do this week
to keep your body healthy. (blue)
#4
High Five 3 other students (yellow)
#5
Dribble around the playing area one time (purple)
#6
Balance on one foot with your eyes closed for the count of 10
the sequence. (orange)

What-I will work with my team members to collect dominos as fast as possible with
Level 1 RESPECT
Why-The game with be fun and safe and Improve my aerobic fitness Level 1 RESPECT
I will be honest and only take one domino per hoop run Level 1 RESPECT
Wavin’ Flag
Skill: Rhythms and basic elements of movement
Equipment: music
Directions: Link to dance will be added www.mlspe.com

Scott Williams

Sleight of Hand
Scott Williams
Skill:
Equipment: An item that can be covered in a fist; Flag belts or scarves for flags;
Directions:
This game can be played inside or out. Playing area should be approx. 120 x 60, but
whatever you have is fine, but larger is better. Divide the class into two equal teams. The
offensive team will form a huddle in their own end zone. In the huddle, they will select a
carrier who will carry the item in their hand with the fist able to conceal the item completely.
Now, as they leave the huddle, every player wants to act like they are the carrier so that the
defense does not know who is the carrier. The defense will now move to the center of the
field and wait for the go signal.(I had the defense stand on their own end zone and face away
from the field. When the offense hollered "break" that was the signal to turn around and
begin play.) On the signal from the teacher (or offense if you wish), the offensive players will
try to implement their strategy and get the carrier past the opposing team’s goal line without
being tagged (or belts pulled). In the meantime, the defensive players will try to tag the
offensive players before they can score. Upon being tagged, the offensive player must show
if they were the ball carrier, if they are NOT the carrier, the defensive player may attempt to
tag other. If the ball carrier makes it past the opposing team’s goal line without being tagged,
it is a touchdown worth 7 points (you don't have to keep score). The defense would now get
a turn to try to score. Game continues for a given time, or a given score. Following are some
key points to remember:
1. All offensive players should make a fist and act as they have the ball.
2. Defense is responsible for checking the hands of players they tag. (offense must show
7
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hand immediately after being tagged)
3. Offense only scores if the ball carrier gets to the endzone untagged.
4. Absolutely NO BLOCKING. (beside being dangerous, it also tells who has the ball)
5. Regardless the outcome of the play, the other team gets the next turn.

HELPFUL HINTS:
a. It is important to stress the importance of those who are not carrying the item
should make a fist and act as they have the ball.
b. Everyone wants the item, so it is vital to reinforce those players who were good
actors and had people chasing them even though they were not the carrier.
c. time should be provided for teams to work together to develop a strategy.

What -Communicating and collaborating in a medium-sized group developing an
effective strategy while using/recognizing abilities of the group
Why--Learn/practice key social components of cooperation and empathy while
analyzing respective strategies
Partner chat then group discussion of effectiveness of strategies, how individuals
felt when they offered ideas, etc.

What
Why-

Philosophy
F
Students have FUN with developmentally appropriate games & activities.
A
Students are ACTIVE (maximum participation & non-elimination).
S
Students are provided with many opportunities to participate and practice SKILLS.
T
Students are provided a TAKE HOME message of a skill to practice at home to
reinforce the lesson.
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fit2Bsmart Activity Plan
Students enjoy & have FUN during physical activity

Students are involved in moderate to vigorous activity MVPA for 7
of class time

All students are provided with many opportunities to participate an
practice skills
Take it home..Students are encouraged to participate in physical
activity outside of class.

Because I’m

Susan Flynn

